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1. INTRODUCTION 
By a (I-space we mean a real Banach space that is equivalent to 
the Banach space c, of real sequences converging to zero. A cl-manifold 
is then defined as a Banach manifold modelled on a (l-space. 
Section 4 is devoted to showing that some well known function 
spaces are A-spaces. It is shown there that the Banach space of 
Holder continuous functions Aa(X, F) from a compact set X in 
Euclidean space to a Banach space F is equivalent to c,-,(F), and hence 
is a cl-space whenever F is. This generalizes a theorem of Ciesielski [3] 
who proved that &([O, I], R) is a /l-space. 
In Section 5, using theorems of Sobczyk [9], Pelczyriski [8], and 
the embedding theorem in Bonic and Frampton [I] it is shown that 
a Cm d-manifold (n > 1) has a @embedding as a closed submanifold 
of a cl-space such that the embedded tangent spaces are complemented 
by A-spaces. 
In a following paper we will assume that X is a manifold, show 
that the (Ik+ol-spaces are (I-spaces, and study Fredholm mappings 
between n-manifolds. 
2. HOLDER CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS AND SEQUENCE SPACES 
Suppose X is a compact metric space with metric p, and F is 
a Banach space with norm 11 1. C(X, F) will denote the Banach space 
of continuous functions f : X -+ F with norm given by /jfjlrn = 
SUPZ Il.wl. 
* Research was supported in part by NSF grant GP-7026. 
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Givenf: X--+FandO < 01 < 1 define 
and let @(X,F) = {f : X -+ F : llflla < co}. Then we have that 
WT F) C C(X F), and 0(X, F) becomes a Banach space with norm 
defined by mdllf IL , Ilf 113. It is easily seen that if x0 is any point 
of X then max(llf(xo)[l, l[filJ is an equivalent norm. 
Define cl”(X, F) = {f E @(X, F): for any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 
such that IIf -f(y)\\ < ~p(x, y)a whenever p(x, y) < S}. It follows 
that (la(X, F) is a closed subspace of C?(X, F) and for 0 < 01 < /3 < 1 
we have fl”l(X, F) r) P(X, F). Also these spaces do not change when p 
and I/ 11 are replaced by equivalent metrics and norms respectively. 
For a subset Y of X and A equal C, Col, or llry let A,(X, F) = 
{f.d(X,F) :fl Y = O}. 
Given a countably infinite set V let 
W) = if: v- -tF : llfllm = “YP IW)ll), 
and c,(F) = (f E P(F): f or any E > 0 there is a finite set V0 such 
that Ilf(~)Il < E whenever z, # VO}. Then with respect to the norm 
11 /Im, P(F) is a Banach space and c,(F) is a closed subspace. Also, 
letting P(F) = {f : Y -+ F : l\flll = C, Ilf(~)lI < co> we obtain the 
Banach space P(F). 
Suppose E* denotes the conjugate space of the Banach space E. 
We then have the following well known relations: c,,(F)* = &(F*), 
[l(F)* = P(F*), and therefore co(F)** = P(F**). Here equality 
refers to the isometric isomorphisms induced by the maps 
c,(F) x Gl(F*) I-+ R and &(F) x P(F*) I+ R given by (f, g) + 
cv (f(v), g(v)>* T wo Banach spaces will be said to be equivalent if 
there is a bicontinuous linear bijection of one onto the other. We will 
denote this by writing F - G. The letter R will denote the real 
numbers. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let E denote a real m-dimensional vector space, ( , ) be a fixed 
inner product on E, and 11 I/ = ( , )1/2. Given a basis {fi ,...,&I of E 
satisfying ( fi ,fi) = r2aij (r > 0) andf, in E let 
denote the m-simplex generated by these m + 1 points. An m-simplex 
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of this form will be called a right m-simplex. We will now decompose 
S into 2m right m-simplices Sil (1 < i < 2”) such that diam S,r = 
(diam S)/2 for all i. 
Letting S, = (S - fO)/ r and g, = fi/r we have 
so = [O,g, g, +g,,...,g, + ‘** +gm1 
and I( g, /I = 1 for all i. For x in E of the form x = Cpz”=l xig, we have 
x = C& Yjk, + ***+gj)wherex,=y,6+**.+y,.Sincexisin 
S,, iff yi > 0 and CL1 yi < 1 it follows that x belongs to S,, iff 1 > 
Xl > x2 > -** > x, > 0. Now, a point 6 = xi 6,gi is clearly the 
midpoint of some l-simplex of S,, iff 1 > 6, > .*a > 6, > 0 and each 
S, equals, 1, l/2, or 0 with at least one $ equalling l/2. Choose one 
such midpoint 6 = xi 6igi and define 
P(S) = s + A@ when sj = 1 for j<i and 6i = l/2, 
and 
4(S) = 6 - 8,/2 when Sk = l/2 and 6, = 0 for j > k. 
Then p(S) and q(6) are distinct, are vertices of S, iff exactly one Si 
equals l/2, and otherwise are again midpoints of I-simplices of S, . 
Let $ = (gl + **- + gm)P and take all right m-simplices of the 
form [d, , h, ,..., Iz,] where h, = p(d,) or q(d,,) and hi+, = p(h,) or 
q(h,) (1 < i < m - 1). Th’ g 1s ives 2” distinct right m-simplices each 
having diameter equal to (diam S,,)/2, and decomposes S, . Since 
S = rS,, + f. this decomposition of S, induces a decomposition of S 
which is the desired one. 
Now let (e, ,..., em} denote a fixed orthonormal basis for E and let 
T = To = [0, e, , e, + e2 ,..., e, + *-- + e,]. 
Denote by T1 the decomposition of T, as described above, into 2m 
right m-simplices T,l (1 < i < 29 and having defined Tn let T*+l 
denote the decomposition of Tn obtained by similarly subdividing 
each T,“. 
Let 
Spn = {Ij” :j = l,...,s(n)} 
(n = 0, l,...) denote the distinct 1-simplices occuring in T* (each 
Iin is a side of some Tin), Vn denote all vertices of P, 9 = &‘=a Yn, 
and V = (J~zo Vn. Notice that u E Vn iff v has the form 
v = 2-” $5 viei 
and 2” > vr > v2 > **. > v, > 0 are integers. 
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Given U, TI IZ Y we will write u 11 o if u - z, = rei for some real 
number r and some ei . For I E 9 let ml denote the midpoint of I, 
and al and bl its endpoints. Finally let 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 0 < 01 < 1 and Y is a positive integer. Then 
there are constants D(a), C(CL, r), and E(a, r) such that 
(E124)0 + -*- + (+2-‘)” < D(or)(E,24 + .‘. + <,2-q 
for all choices of Ei equal 0 or 1; 
clr’ + *** + c,a < C(a, r)(cl + *** + CT) for ci 20; 
and dlu + --. + dra <E(ol,r)d= h w eneverd,>Oandd,2+***+d,.2<d2. 
Proof. Letting clt denote the first nonzero l i we have that 
(%Py + *** + (+‘)m < (2-y + . . . + (2-‘)a < pm(1 - 2-9-l 
and (~,2-~ + ..* + •~29 > (2-“p. By dividing these two inequalities 
we obtain the desired result with D(a) = P(2a - 1)-l. The C(a, r) 
estimate is obtained by iterating the standard inequality aa + bE < 
R(ol)(a + b)a. Since (dl + *** + d,.)” < r(d12 + *a* + dr2) < rd2 it 
follows that dlL1 + *.* + dTa < C(ol, r) ya12 & and we may take E(ol, r) 
to equal C(a, r) roL12. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose u, v E Vn and u 11 v. Then there is a path p(u, v) 
from u to v that for each 0 < k < n consists of at most 2m + 1 elements 
of Yak and whose length L(p(u, v)) satis$es 
wu, 4) < (2m + l>ll u - v II. 
Proof. The proof is by induction and is obvious for n = 0 so 
assume the result for n and suppose that u, v E 7Grn+l with u 11 v. We 
may assume that v - u = eik/2n+1 where k > 0 is an integer. 
Letting u = 2-“-l Ci uiei where 2”fr >, ur > up > a*+ >, u, > 0 
are integers we then have v = 2-“-l Ci+i uiei + ej(k + ui)/2*+l. 
Elements u’ and v’ in Vn will now be constructed. For i # j let 
U; = Ui if Ui is even and U; = 1 + Ui if U< is odd. For ZC~ odd and 
k + ui even let u; = 1 + ui and (k + ui)’ = k + uj ; for uj even 
and k + uj odd let u; = ui and (k + us)’ = k - 1 + uj ; for both 
uj and k + ui even let u; = 2 + ui and (k + u,)’ = k + uj ; and 
when both uj and k + uj are odd let u; = 1 + uj and (k + u,)’ = 
k - 1 + ui . 
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Define u’ = xi ~&,/2”+~ and v’ = (Ci+j u;ei + (K + ui)‘ei)/2”+‘. 
Then in all cases u’, v’ E Vffl, v’ - u’ = ((A + t.+)’ - 24))~3/2~+l =
k’ej/2?L+1 where 0 < k’ < k is an integer and U’ /I v’. Now construct 
the path p(u, v) as follows: Join u to U’ by using at most m + 1 
elements of Yt+l, then take the path p(u’, v’) from U’ to v’ given by 
the induction hypothesis, and finally join v’ to v by using at most m 
elements of Yt+l (the exact number of simplices from Yg+l that are 
used is 2 Ci+i ) u: - ui 1 + 1 U; - ui / + I(k + ~1) - (12 + ui)’ I). 
Since each element of c4ptf1 that occurs in p(u, v) has length 1/2n+1 
we have that 
L(p(u, v)) <-C(p(u’, v’)) + (2m + 1)/2”+1 
< (2m + I)11 21’ - v’ 11 + (2m + 1)/2”+l 
< (2m + l)(k - l)/Zn+l + (2m + 1)/2n+1 = (2m + 1) k/2n+1 
= (2m + 1)/l 24 - v I). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose f : V -+ F satisJes 
Then f has a unique extension to an element of coI(T, F). 
Proof. Suppose U, v E Vn and u 11 v. Let p(~, v) be the path given 
by the above lemma and let Jik (0 < k < n, 1 < i < 2m + 1) denote 
either the I-simplices of this path or points. Let eik equal 1 or 0 
depending on Jik being an element of Yak or a point. Since 
II aJik - b Ji” 11 = ~“/2~ 
we have by Lemma 1 that 
IIf@4 -fWll Q c Ilf@Jik) -.fW~“>ll 
i.k 
< M c 1) a Jik - b Ji” IID = MC C (cik/2”)” 
i.k i k 
G MW +, 2m + 1) (z •“/2~)~ 
= MD(a) C(a, 2m -f- l)(L(p(u, v)>” < NJ/u - v [lDl 
where N = MD(a) C(oi, 2m + 1)(2m + l)o does not depend on n. 
Hence we have that I/ f(u) -f(v)/] < Nil u - v ljd for all u, v E V 
satisfying 24 11 v. 
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Now take any u, v E Y and let u = Cd uie, and v = xi vie4. Define 
Uk = C max(ui , vi) ei + C uiei 
i<k i>k 
and 
vk = 1 max(ui , vi) ei + 1 viei. 
i<k i>k 
Then u = u”, v = v”, ZP = P, uk - zP1 = (max(uk , ok) - z+Jek, 
and We - vk-l = (max(+ , Q) - vk)ek . Moreover uk 1) zP-l, vk jl vk--l 
and 11 uk - uk--l 11, 11 vk-uk-‘II < )vk-ukI. Hence 
; (II Uk - uk--l II2 + II vk - vk-1 11”) < 2 c [ t+ - 0, I2 = 211 24 - v li2* 
z 
Now using Lemmas 1 and 2 we have 
IW -fWll G c (Mu”> -fwl>ll + Ilf(v”> -.m”N) 
7% 
< NC (II 22 - 2P-l II@ + I/ vk - G-1 ll”) 
k 
< NE(a, 2m) 2q 24 - v I/=. 
Therefore IIf -f(v)ll/ll u - v Ila < K < CO for all U, v in -Y. Since 
V is dense in T it follows from this inequality that f has a unique 
continuous extension to T. Moreover the above inequality also gives 
that II f /Ia < K so f belongs to C3( T, F). 
4. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
Given a function f : T -+ F define a sequence TF( f ) = {Q~) by 
setting qjo( f ) = f(vio) for vi0 E V” and 
7f( f) = (2f(mljn) -f(uIp) -f(bIjn))/211 mIj” - fzIjn lla for 7231. 
We then have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The mapping TF defines an equivalence from C”( T, F) 
onto G”(F) and the image of h( T, F) is c,(F). 
Proof- Since II +Yf III < Ilf IL and for n 2 1 II vr”(f II < llf II. 
the mapping TF : C”(T, F) + P”(F) is defined and continuous. 
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Moreover if TF(f) = 0 we have-that f = 0 on V”, and then succes- 
sively that f = 0 on Vn. Since V is dense in T it follows that f = 0 
and TF is injective. It will now be shown that T, is surjective. 
Suppose 17 = {Q”> E P(F). W e will inductively define a sequence 
fo 3 fi V’.. of piecewise linear mappings of T into F. Set fo(~jo) = rljo 
and extend f. linearly to T. Having defined fn let fn+l = f, on Yn 
and set 
Since every element of Vn+i - Vn is the midpoint of some element 
of L@, f,,l is defined on Vn+l. Extend fn+l to T by now extending 
it linearly on each TF+l. 
Since f, is linear on each Ijm we have 
2( fn+1 - f,)(rnIj”) = fn(UIj”) + fn(bIjy + 277jq UIj” - ndj” Ijo - 2fn(mIjn) 
= 217jnJI UIjn - mIj* /I@* 
Because the length of each Ii* is bounded by m1j22-” we then have 
Il(fn+1 - fn)(mV)ll < II 7 llm~v2(n+1)a 
and since fn+l -f, = 0 on V” we obtain 
llfn+1 -fn /Ial G “YP ll(fn+1 -fnmwll G II ?1 llmm”‘2/2(n+1)a- 
Therefore CEO II fn+l - f, IL < ~0 so f = C, (fn+l - fn) = lim, f, 
exists and belongs to C( T, 8’). By construction we have 
2f(mIjn) = f(UIj”) + f(bIj”) + 277jnl) UIj" - mIjn 11’ 
and this will show that TF( f) = 7 once we know that f E O( T, F). 
For n = 0, I,... let 
Then for I E 9’” we have 
IlfW) -f(4l/ll ml - aIll” 
< II 2f(mI) -f(UI) -f(WllPll mI - aIt/” 
+ Wllf(W -fWM bI - 4lNll bI - ~~ll/ll ml - uIll> 
f II 17 I/m + 2”-111f(w -f(4ll/ll ZJI - 4P 
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Since every element of 9 n+l has the form [a1, ml] or [ml, UJ for 
some I E Yn, taking sups in the above inequality gives 
K+1 < II 77 IL + 2*-1Kl * 
Iterating this gives 
Kz,l < II rl Ml + P4 + . . . + 2"k4)) + p+lK-l)q 
G II rl lld - 2”Y + 2117 IL < JqQlT Ilm where 
iv&) = 2 + (1 - 23-l. 
Hence IIf -f(b.l)jl/]j al - bl lla < M(ol) 117 /Ice < co for all I E 9, 
and therefore by Lemma 3 we have that f belongs to Ca( T, F). 
From the definition of TF we clearly have that TF( f ) E c,(F) if f 
is in A”( T, F), and to complete the proof it therefore suffices to show 
that the image of Aa(T, F) is dense in c,(F). Suppose that 
7 = {vi”) E c,(F) and qin = 0 whenever n > n, . Then we have that 
fn = fn, for all ‘12 > n, so Tkl(r)) = fn, is piecewise linear (linear on 
each T,no). In particular it follows that there is an M < co such 
that II fn,(x) - f,,( y)lj < M 11 x - y 11 for all X, y E T and this clearly 
implies that fn, E A”l( T, F). 
COROLLARY 1. Aa( T,R) h as an unconditional basis consisting of 
piecewise linear functions. 
Proof. Simply take the standard basis of c,, and pull it back with 
Til. It follows from the last paragraph of the above proof that these 
functions are piecewise linear. 
COROLLARY 2. Given any f in A(T, F) there is a sequence 
{fn> c~a(T9F) h w ere each fn has finite dimensional range and fn + f 
in the norm topology on Aa(T, F). 
Proof. The sequence {fn) is simply the sequence of piecewise 
linear functions constructed in the proof of the above theorem 
corresponding to an element 71 of em(F). When f belongs to A”(T, F) 
taking the sequence TF( f) = 77 we then have that f, --t f since 
Wfn) - h(f) in co(F). 
Remark. In the above theorem T may be replaced by any m-simplex 
and then by any finite simplicial complex. The proof is modified by 
adding an index to specify the various simplices of the complex. 
From this, by triangulation, we obtain the result for compact 
580/3/2-II 
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Riemannian manifolds. The details of this will not be given here, 
however another method of extending some of the above results is 
given below. 
The proof of the above theorem breaks down when 01 equals 0 or 1. 
Nevertheless when 01 = 0, defining TR as before gives a Schauder 
basis of C(T, R) consisting of piecewise linear functions. 
The following result for real valued functions is due to Glaeser 
([4], pp. 27-33) and h is argument as it stands is valid for F valued 
functions. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Glaeser). Suppose X is a compact subset of Rm, 
T is an m-simplex containing X, and F is a Banach space. Then there 
is a continuous linear injection 
j : nqx, F) -+ A”( T, F) 
such that (jf) / X = f for ewery f E b(X, F). 
PROPOSITION 2. If X is a compact subset of Rm and F is a Banach 
space, then 
A”(X) ZF = &(X, F). 
(F g G denotes the tensor product obtained by completing the algebraic 
tensor product F @ G with respect to the norm induced by the natural 
injection of F @ G into 9(G*, F)). 
Proof. Let i : /la(X) @ F + &(X, F) and j : Am(X) @ F + 
L?(F*, k(X)) be th e natural injections. The Hahn-Banach Theorem 
gives 1) ig (1 = I/ jg ]I for every g E Au(X) @F, and therefore we need 
only show that i has dense image in Aa(X, F). It is sufficient to show 
this for X an m-simplex since a function in Aa(X, F) can be extended, 
by Proposition 1, to a function in k(T, F), where T is an m-simplex 
containing X, and the restriction of a function from h(T) @F to X 
is in the image of i. The functions in &(T, F) whose values lie in 
a finite dimensional subspace of F are dense in A=( T, F) by Corollary 2, 
and these functions are in the image of i so the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2. If X is an infinite compact subset of Rm and F is 
a Banach space, then 
/1=(X, F) - c,(F). 
Proof. Since Aa(X, F) = Am(X, R) g F and co s F = c,,(F), it is 
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sufficient to show that &(X, R) N c, . Let T be an m-simplex con- 
taining X, j the mapping of Proposition 1, and i : &( T, R) -+ &(X, R) 
the restriction mapping. Then j o i is a projection of &(T, A) onto 
a closed infinite dimensional split subspace of &(T, R) which is 
equivalent to clll(X, R). By Pelczynski [S] it follows that this subspace 
is equivalent to c,, and so by Theorem 1 we have that ,4(X, R) N c,, . 
COROLLARY. If F is a A-space then so is &(X, F). 
Proof. c&J N CO. 
Remark. If X is an arbitrary compact metric space and F is 
a Banach space, then @(X, F) can be embedded in Gm(F) in such 
a way that Aa(X,F) is embedded in c,,(F). Given E > 0, one can 
choose a sequence of pairs (xi , yd) E X x X such that xi # yi for 
every i and given x, y E X, x # y, there is a k such that p(x, xk) f 
q+, y) and p( y, yk) < q+, y). Then the mapping 
f + {( f (%) - f (YJ)l(P (Xi # Yi>“)> 
is the embedding (modula constants) for suitable small E. 
5. AN EMBEDDING THEOREM 
THEOREM 3. Suppose M is a second countable Cn (v > 1) A-mani- 
fold modelled on E. Then there is a Cn-embedding g of M onto a closed 
submanifold of E with the property that the embedded tangent spaces are 
complemented by A-spaces. 
Proof. Since a A-space is C”. smooth [I] it follows from ([I], 
Theorem 3) that there is a 
g E cnpf, 62 x c,(E)) 
with the properties that M and g(M) are homeomorphic, g(M) is 
closed in E, and for any chart (U, v) of M and x E U the mapping 
D(g o v-l)(x) is injective with closed range. The Hilbert space was 
used in the proof of the above theorem simply because its norm is Cm 
away from zero. Since Le Due [6] and Kuiper (see [I], p. 896) have 
shown that co has a equivalent norm that is C” away from zero we 
may replace F be c0 above. Then, since c,, x c,(E) N co x cO(c,,) N 
co x c,, - c,, - E, we may assume that g E Cn(M, E) and has the 
above properties. Since D(g o v-l)(x)E is a A-space and a closed 
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subspace of E it follows from Sobczyk [9] that D(g o y-l)(x)E is a split 
subspace of E. Therefore by Lang ([S], p. 21) we have that g(M) is 
a closed submanifold of E. In [S] Pelczynski showed that a closed 
and split subspace of cO is either finite dimensional or equivalent to cO . 
Hence by embedding E in E x E (if necessary) we may assume that 
any complement of an embedded tangent space is a /l-space. 
The above may be phrased more neatly by saying that the induced 
normal bundle is again a A-manifold. Also we remark here that the 
corresponding embedding theorem given in [I] for manifolds modelled 
on the @-spaces and the corresponding results for O-spaces given 
in [S] together with suitable smoothness give a similar theorem in 
this setting. 
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